The Business Judgment Rule
Partial Armor for Directors and Officers
by Michael L. Rich

A

shareholder sues the board of directors

the board, they generally cannot act in their own self-inter-

derivatively on behalf of the corporation.

ests, but rather must act for the good of the corporation and

The corporation or directors seeks legal rep-

all of its shareholders.4

resentation to defend them from individual
liability. The practitioner instantly thinks of

The ABCs of the Business Judgment Rule

the business judgment rule, the go-to

The business judgment rule “is embedded in American cor-

defense in shareholder derivative litigation and various other

porate law.”5 Yet, it is not a ‘rule’ in any ordinary sense of the

director and officer liability lawsuits. It’s common knowledge

word. It does not, itself, prescribe specific conduct for corpo-

that the rule provides some degree of protection against many

rate directors and officers. Rather, the rule generally “protects

such actions. But when can this rule be invoked to shield from

a board of directors from being questioned or second-guessed

second-guessing or liability? How much armor does it really

on conduct of corporate affairs except in instances of fraud,

afford? There are some important questions the practitioner

self-dealing, or unconscionable conduct.”6 One of its purpos-

needs to consider regarding which party bears the burden of

es is to “promote and protect the full and free exercise of the

proof and how deferential the applicable law will be to his or

power of management given to the directors.”7 The rule also

her clients. This article addresses several of these important

serves to encourage qualified business people to serve as direc-

questions, and is intended as a basic primer on the business

tors and to take entrepreneurial risks inherent in running a

judgment rule as applied in New Jersey. It also discusses some

business. Generally, the business judgment rule reflects the

nuanced differences between the law in New Jersey and its sis-

courts’ reluctance to interfere with business decisions absent

ter states, as well as some recent decisions.

a showing of bad faith.8
The business judgment rule, however, is not absolute.

The Director’s Duty

Rather, it is a “‘rebuttable presumption’ that places an initial

Although shareholders own the corporation, it is the direc-

burden on the person who challenges a corporate decision to

tors who are charged with the management of its business

demonstrate the decision-maker’s ‘self-dealing or other dis-

and affairs.1 In actuality, the directors’ role may be described

abling factor.’”9 If a challenger sustains that initial burden, the

more aptly as ensuring the corporation is effectively managed

burden of proof shifts to the defendant directors or officers to

by its officers. In most closely held corporations, however, the

show that their actions were, in fact, fair to the corporation.10

directors, officers and shareholders are often the same indi-

Breach of any of the requisite duties—due care, loyalty, and

viduals.

good faith—eliminates the presumption the business judg-

Directors owe to the corporation the duty of care, the duty
of loyalty, the duty of disclosure, and the duty of good faith.2

ment rule affords and permits the act of the board to be challenged under the entire fairness standard.11

A director can violate these duties by commission—such as

Directors owe a fiduciary duty to the corporation and, by

violating a law or acting intentionally to serve a purpose other

extension, its shareholders.12 The breach of that duty imposes

than the good of the corporation—or by omission—such as

personal liability on the director and enables individual share-

failing to act when an affirmative duty to act exists.3 Notably,

holders to initiate a derivative claim on behalf of the corpora-

even when directors hold the majority ownership and control

tion. The business judgment rule does not protect directors
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who abuse their discretion or fail to

whether a corporation properly deter-

rule or one of a number of variations in

inform themselves of all material infor-

mined to reject or terminate the deriva-

evaluating the level of judicial scrutiny

mation readily available prior to making

tive litigation.19

to be applied to a board’s response to

a business decision. Simply put, there is

In In re PSE & G Shareholder Litigation,

shareholder derivative litigation. New

no safe-haven protection under New Jer-

the board of directors rejected the share-

York adheres to a more traditional or

sey law for so-called dummy, figurehead

holders’ demand to sue on behalf of the

deferential standard than Delaware or

or accommodation directors.13

corporation after malfunctions and safe-

New Jersey. The decision in Auerbach v.

While New Jersey courts have not

ty problems at the corporation’s power

Bennett exemplifies New York’s more

directly held that officers are entitled to

plants led to shutdowns and regulatory

deferential approach.27 There, the state’s

the same protection as directors, they

fines.20 The Supreme Court affirmed the

highest court considered whether to

have implied as much. The New Jersey

lower court’s grant of summary judg-

apply the business judgment rule when

statute defining a director’s standard

ment to the defendants, finding the

evaluating the decision of a special com-

duty of care states, “Directors and mem-

board hired an independent law firm to

mittee that elected not to proceed with

bers of any committee designated by the

conduct an extensive investigation,

a derivative action. The court deter-

board shall discharge their duties in

based the decision on the company’s

mined its inquiry should be limited to

Most states, as well as

best interests, and acted reasonably in

an examination of the committee’s

choosing not to pursue litigation.21

independence and the sufficiency of its

14

good faith...”

15

commentators such as the American
Law Institute and the American Bar

Where the shareholder has not made

procedures.28 It also determined that

Association, have ruled or presumed

a demand to the board, he or she has

“[w]hile the court may properly inquire

that the protection afforded to directors

the burden of proving a demand would

as to the adequacy and appropriateness

extends to officers.16

have been futile.22 In a demand-excused

of the committee’s investigative proce-

case, the plaintiff must establish a rea-

dures and methodologies, it may not

Shifting the Burden:
The Modified Business Judgment Rule

sonable doubt regarding the directors’

under the guise of consideration of such

independence and exercise of valid busi-

factors trespass in the domain of busi-

Derivative suits can be a potent tool

ness judgment.23 This two-part test,

ness judgment.”29

to redress the conduct of unfaithful

known as the Aronson test, was formu-

New Jersey eschewed New York’s def-

directors or officers. By its very nature,

lated by the Delaware Supreme Court

erential approach in adopting its modi-

however, the derivative action impinges

and has been adopted by New Jersey

fied business judgment rule approach in

on the managerial freedom of directors.

courts.24 The New Jersey derivative

PSE & G Shareholder Litigation.30 Thus,

At worst, if abused by opportunistic

action statute was revised in 2013,

New Jersey aligned itself more closely,

shareholders,

can

strengthening the demand requirement

although not identically, with Delaware

impede the best interests of the corpora-

by requiring demand be made to allow

law. In Delaware, absent an abuse of dis-

tion; hence, the need to balance these

the corporation to act in one of the

cretion, a board’s business judgment

derivative

suits

competing interests. The New Jersey

ways specified, except only where

generally will be respected by the

Supreme Court strived to do that by

“irreparable injury to the corporation

courts.31 Certain common principles

adopting a “modified business judg-

would result.”25

govern the application and operation of

ment rule” in cases involving a board’s

The business judgment rule is often

the rule. First, its protections can only

shareholder

be claimed by disinterested directors

demand for litigation or where the

oppression actions. Generally, a claim

whose conduct otherwise meets the

requirement for pre-suit demand is

of majority oppression or freeze-out in a

tests of business judgment.32 Second, to

excused

and

closely held corporation will similarly

invoke the rule’s protection, directors

decision

to

reject

(i.e.,

a

shareholder’s

demand-made

invoked

in

minority

demand-excused cases). This modified

shift the burden to defendants “to show

have a duty to inform themselves, prior

approach places the initial burden on

the intrinsic fairness of the transaction

to making a decision, of all material

directors to demonstrate their actions

in question upon the showing of self-

information reasonably available to

were disinterested and independent,

dealing or ‘other disabling factor.’”26

them, and must act with requisite care

17

in the discharge of their duties.33 Where

made in good faith, and reasonable. All
three elements must be satisfied. More18

over, shareholders in these circum-

Differences from Sister States:
New York and Delaware

demand on directors is made or
excused, the board may appoint a com-

stances are permitted a limited degree of

Across the country, courts generally

mittee of independent, disinterested

discovery prior to a court’s ruling on

apply the traditional business judgment

directors to determine whether the
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derivative action should be pursued or

holding that the proxy statements and

Jurista v. Amerinox Processing, Inc.,46 suit

dismissed.34 Delaware courts apply a

disclosures made to the stockholders

was instituted against the sole share-

two-tier test in these circumstances,

sufficiently placed them on notice

holders, officers, and directors of Jer-

which first requires the corporation to

before they approved the plan. The

max, the debtor company in bankrupt-

show the committee’s independence

Court further found that while reward-

cy,

and reasonable investigation, and then

ing the corporation’s directors did not

Amerinox. The defendants allegedly

permits the court to apply its own inde-

align with the plan’s purpose to attract

siphoned funds from Jermax to Ameri-

pendent business judgment.

and

also

a

related

company,

new talent and retain existing person-

nox, leading to Jermax’s Chapter 11

In cases where directors are on both

nel, other purposes of the plan, such as

bankruptcy. In refusing to dismiss the

sides of a transaction—posing a conflict

providing proprietary incentives to con-

plaintiff’s claims for breach of fiduciary

of interest—Delaware applies an “entire

tribute to the corporation’s success and

duty, the court stated, “Defendants are

fairness” standard.36 The burden shifts

rewarding outstanding performance,

alleged to have acted in bad faith in fur-

to the defending director to prove the

were satisfied by the stock option

therance of a fraudulent scheme and for

35

transaction was fair and reasonable.

grants. Because the plaintiff failed to

their own self-interest...

However, the presumption of validity

demonstrate

plan

instances, the business judgment rule

may be reinstated if the decision was

involved an “exchange of corporate

ceases to protect the conduct of corpo-

approved by disinterested directors or

assets for consideration so dispropor-

rate officers.”47

by shareholders after full disclosure of

tionately small as to lie beyond the

the conflict of interest.38

range at which any reasonable person

37

New Jersey has adopted a similar
standard.39 In Casey v. Brown, a share-

the

incentive

might be willing to trade,” the claim for

In such

Conclusion
The business judgment rule can
afford significant protective armor to

corporate waste also failed.43

holder derivative action was initiated

The decision to sacrifice some savings

directors and officers. It does not, how-

against a corporation’s board of direc-

in order to retain flexibility of compen-

ever, shield directors or officers from

tors who also happened to be majority

sation decisions and to attract better tal-

instances of fraud, self-dealing, or other

shareholders. The court held that when

ent is a classic exercise of business judg-

unconscionable conduct. When director

a “shareholder claim of unfairness

ment. In a recent case, the Delaware

and officer liability claims arise, it is

involves a corporate transaction in

Supreme Court rejected a shareholder’s

important to understand which party

which the directors stand to realize a

derivative complaint for corporate waste

will bear the burden of proof and how

personal benefit by continuing as share-

that challenged the board’s decision to

expansive the defense is under the

holders after paying the minority an

pay certain executive bonuses without

applicable law. If the derivative suit

unfairly low price [for their shares],” the

adopting a plan that could make those

involves the board’s decision to reject a

fiduciary relationship imposes upon

bonuses tax deductible.44 During the lit-

shareholder’s demand for litigation or

directors the burden of proving the

igation, the company adopted the tax-

pre-suit demand is excused, the direc-

transaction was not unfair.

deductible plan under 26 U.S.C. §

tors will bear the burden of proving they

New York allows a non-shareholder

162(m), and most of the plaintiff’s

were disinterested and independent. If

director to sue another director deriva-

claims were dismissed as moot. The

the shareholder has not made a demand

tively on behalf of the corporation. Nei-

plaintiff then filed for recovery of attor-

to the board, the shareholder has the

ther Delaware nor New Jersey permits

ney’s fees under the corporate benefit

burden to disprove the applicability of

this.41

doctrine but failed because she did not

the business judgment rule. If a minori-

allege that any of the bonuses would

ty shareholder claiming oppression

have been tax deductible under such a

shows self-dealing or other disabling

40

More Recent Developments
Where shareholders have already

plan. The Court held that although the

factors, or if there is a conflict of inter-

approved a board’s action, courts are

board made an arguably poor business

est, the burden shifts to the board of

hesitant to intervene. For example, the

judgment in its initial bonus compensa-

directors. As compared to New Jersey

New Jersey Supreme Court considered a

tion plan, the directors were protected

and Delaware, New York’s business judg-

stockholder suit alleging that a stock

by the business judgment rule.

ment rule is more deferential to the

45

Recent decisions have reaffirmed that

board of directors. A Delaware court, on

42

restricted stock awards was improper.

the business judgment rule will not

the other hand, may apply its own inde-

The Court affirmed judgment in favor of

shield directors from allegations of

pendent business judgment in certain

the defendant bank and its directors,

fraud or self-dealing. For instance, in

instances. And, so, the business judg-

option incentive plan granting directors
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ment rule’s application and operation

Super. 385, 397 (Law Div. 1999).

often depend on which state law applies

14. Seidman v. Clifton Sav. Bank, S.L.A.,

and the circumstances presented.
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